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Introduction
Many large-scale scientific applications are data intensivo. processing data sets ranging from megabytes to ter-;ihytcs. These include applications from the data analysis data and results for post-processing and check-pointing, and adjustment of parameters. Thus, it is not sufficient to consider simulation alone when determining how to store or access data sets because they are used in other phases. In addition, these steps may need to be performed in a heterogeneous distributed environment. These considerations rcquire storing visualization and checkpoint data (which can run into 100s of megabytes to terabytes range) in a canonical form so that other tools can use them easily withoui having to re-organize the data. Furthennore, for a restart of computation, different number of processors requires that data storage be independent of number of processors that produced it. Such requirements present challenging 110 intensive problems and an application programmer niiiy be overwhelmed if required to solve these problems.
Designing efficient U 0 schemes for such I/O intensive 0-7803-5624-5/99/$10.0001999 IEEE Ix-obletns requires expert knowledge and is not suitable for ;I computntional scientist. Consequently. with the increasttis nitmher of' ;ipplicurions h u t manipulate huge ainounts 01' tluia, the ellctive datn m:\nagement problem is becomins increasingly important. Although this problem has been addrcssed throughout the years at different levels, there is still little consensus over how to balance the ease-of-use and efficiency.
In one extreme of the spectrum there are highperforinancc parallel Iilc systcms (e.g., Intel's PFS and IBM's Vesta) that have been built to exploit the parallel I/O capabilities provided by modern architectures. They ;ichicw this goal by adopting smart I/O optimization techniques such as prefetching [ 121, caching 141, and parallel 1/0 [IO] . However, there are serious obstacles preventing rhc file systems from becoming a real solution to the data m;unngement problem. First of all, user interfaces of the lilc systems arc low-level [ 1.51. They force the users to express ;iccess patterns of thcir codes using file pointers, byte offsets, etc., which do not directly match the applications' data structures, which are large multi-dimensional arrays, images and so forth. Second, every file system comes with its own set of I/O calls, which renders ensuring program port:ihility a very difficult task. The third problem with the lilc bystems is Ihilt the file systcni policies and optimizations arc in general hard-coded in it and are tuned to work well for a few commonly occurring cases only. As noted by Karpovich et al. [ 141 among the others, even if the programmer has full-knowledge of access patterns of her code, it is difficult to convey this information to the file system in a convenient way.
AI the othcr end of the spectrum are databases. They provide a layer on top of file systems, which is portable, extensible, easy to use and mainrain, and that allows a clear and natural interaction with the applications by abstracting our the file names and file orfsets. However, these advantages do not come for free. Since their main target is to be general purpose, they cannot provide high performance on ;i specific platform. Additionally, the data consistence und integrity semiintics provided by almost all DBMS put ;in iidclcd obstacle to high perf'orinnnce.
In this paper we present a new approach to the data managumcnt problem. Our approach tries to combine the advantages of file systems and databases, while avoiding their respective disadvantages. It provides a user-friendly programming environment which allows easy application de-\-clopmcnt. code reuse, and portability; at the same time, it c\rrxts high U 0 performance from the underlying parallel I/O architecture by employing advanced YO optimization iechniques like data sieving and collective YO. It achieves thcse goals by using an active meta-data rttariagertzerit SJS-/em (MDMS) that interacts with the parallel application in question as well as with the underlying hierarchical storage Figure 2 . Three-tiered architecture (Three sites in this gure illustrate the current experimental setup to evaluate the architecture).
environment.
The proposed programming environment has three key components: (1) user program; (2) meta-data nianagement system (MDMS); and (3) hierarchical storage system (HSS). These three components can exist in the same site or can be fully-distributed across distant sites. For example, as part of our experiments we run a parallel volume rendering application on the SP-2 at Argonne National Lab that interacts with the MDMS located at Northwestern University and accesses its data files (currently) using TCP/IP stored on the HPSS (High Performance Storage System) [SI installed at San Diego Supercomputer Center. The experimental configuration is depicted in Figure 2 . Functionalitics of the thick double-arrows will be explained in subsequelit sections.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we present the details of the MDMS which is built using Object-Relational DBMS (OR-DBMS) technology [17] . In Section 3 we discuss the HSS, focusing in particular on the advanced VO optimizations and on how they are activated. In Section 4 we discuss basic I/O coinmands used in applications and niake a case for a simpler scr of well-implemented U 0 functionalities. In Section 5 we present performance numbers from our initial implementation using several applications. In Section 6 we brielly discuss related work on scientific data management and I/O optimizations and in Section 7 we conclude the paper and brieff y discuss ongoing work.
Meta-data Management System (MDMS)
Our MDMS is an active middle-ware currently being built at Northwestern University with the aim of providing a uniform interface to data-intensive applications and hierar- Layout Directives: The application can have some control over how its data are laid out in the HSS. These directi\ch are stmug in the sense that (unless they are inconsistent with euch other) the hlDMS should take care of them and should advise the HSS to take necessary steps. An exatnple would be a (storase pattern) directive that tells the RIDIMS [hat the application wants a specific data set to be stored in a particular fashion. Another example would be a (usage pattern) directive that tells the MDMS to advise the HSS to migrate a specific data set from disk to tape. prohably because it will not be used i n the remainder part of thc application. 0 Access Putterti Directives: These directives are used as hints which indicate that the user's application is :thout to start a specified sequence of U 0 operations on the HSS.
In response to such a directive the MDMS can, for exaniple, advise the HSS to perform a specific U 0 optimization in accessing the relevant data. These optimizations include prefetching, caching, collective I/O etc., and are niild in thc sense that they do not imply a major data re-organization on the HSS part but rather enable a specific VO optimization to be performed in order to reduce the I/O bottleneck.
Currently both types of directives are being implemented using embedded SQL (E-SQL) functions. It should be mentioned that a directive (whether strong or mild) inay bc rejected at either of two points. First, the MDMS may decline LO take the necessary action due to, for example, ihe I'uct that the directives used are not consistent with each other. Second, even if the MDMS advises an I/O optimization to the HSS, the HSS may reject it due to current state of it (e.g., overloaded). One might wonder at this point why instead of using a MDMS (and incurring its overhead) the application code does not directly negotiate with the HSS. Thi\ is not a reasonable solution for at least two reasons. First. the application program does not need to know thc details of the HSS. Otherwise, it would be very difficult to decide appropriate U 0 optimizations. In the proposed architecture the user does not need to know where her data sets reside on the HSS and what their storage patterns are, though she can obtain this information by queqtrig the MDMS. The second factor that prevents the user code I'rom communicating directly with the HSS IS the fact that a iiser's COLIC in general cannot have a global information about the other applications concurrently using the HSS. In order to manage the overall VO activity effectively it requires a global knowledge of all users' access patterns and I/O resources; that information is available as ntera-datu in the MDMS. It should be noted, however, the actual data transfer occurs nlways between the application and the HSS tlirtctl! once thc appropriate I/O method has been decided.
Individual Directives
Using directives, an application can convey information about its expected I/O activity to the MDMS. As a minimum, we expect the applications' user to know how her data will be used by parallel processors (henceforth we cdI this information access parrent). However, in general the more information is provided to the MDMS. the better I/O optimizations will be possible. Table 1 shows the types of information that can be provided by application using di-rcctivcs to the MDMS. These directives can be combined in meaningful ways and can be applied to a number of data seis simultaneously as explained below.
I n ihis environnient. an ;iccc"ss patiern for a data set is spccilied by iiidicnting ho\v the data set is to be diviclcd and accessed by parallel processors. For example, mi ;iccess pattern such as (BLOCK,*) says that the data set i n question is divided (logically) into groups of rows and each group of rows will be mostly accessed by a single processor. The number of row-groups can also be specificd using another directive. Notice that this access patt u n inforination does iiot have io be very accurate, as the processors iiiuy occasionally access the data elements outside their assigned portions. A few frequently used access p;utcrns are depicted i n Figure 3 (a) for a four processor case. Each processor's portion are shaded using a differeni style. A (BLOCK,BLOCK) access pattern indicates that each processor will mostly access a rectangular block and ;i (*.CYCLIC) pattern involving P processors implies that cuch proccssor will mostly xcess every Pth column of the d;ii;i sa. A star '*', on the other hand, indicates that the dimension in question is not partitioned across processors.
In our rramework, these patterns is also used as storage patterns. For example, a (BLOCK,*) storage pattern corresponds to row-major storage layout (as in C), a (*,BLOCK) storage pattern corresponds to column-major storage layo u i (;IS in Fortran), and a (BLOCK,BLOCK) storage paticrn corresponds to blocked storage layout which might be useful for large-scale linear algebra applications whose data seis are amenable to blocking [ 191. An J/O-intensive application executes in three steps using five two-dimensional data sets (arrays) P, Q1. Q2, R1 and R2 whose default disk layouts are assumed to be row-major (BLOCK.*):
Step ( I ) a single processor reads the data sei P nnd broadcasts its contenis IO other processors; Slep (2) the data set Q1 is created by four processors collectivcly in row-major order (BLOCK,*) on disk sub-system; also the data set 4 2 is created by the same processors in (BLOCK,BLOCK) manner; and finally, Step (3) two data scts, RI and R2, are read by four processors collectively in rowmajor order from disk sub-system and then the applicaiion does some computa\ion a i~I terminates. For Siep ( I ) , the I/O activity c m be captured by the direc-
As an example consider the following scenario.
. tive: access P(BLOCK,*). Here it is assumed that the data set P is accessed in rowwise; also since no storage directive appears, it is assumed ;I single processor. For the VO activity of Step (2), we can use organize QI(BLOCK,*) storage DISK(4) organize Q2(BLOCK,BLOCK) storage DISK(2,2). 'I'hc user indicates that four proccssors will write onto four disjoint parts of Q1 (i.e., four row-blocks). The system now has several options in implementing this directive. It can, for example, use four disks and store each processor's portion in a separate disk (as shown in Figure 3(b) ). This will allow each processor to do 110 indepcndcnlly from others, maximizing the YO parallelism. Or alternatively, the whole data set Q1 (actually the file contains it) can be striped over four disks (as shown in Figure 3 (c), assuming that each processors' portion contains four stripe units of data). Although this storage style does not necessarily lead to conflict-free disk accesses, in most practical cases it ullows sufficient I/O parallelism. Also, more intelligent striping methods such as the one shown in Figure 3(d) can eliminate potential disk conflicts.
As for the directive that involves Q2, again the system has a number of options. The most interesting one, however, is the one that uses collective VO [9] . Since the default disk layout is row-major (BLOCK,*) and the processors will write data in (BLOCK.BLOCK) fashion a ~1;ii:i re-organization between processors might be necessary for high performance. Finally, for Step (3) the following directives can be used: a s s o c i a t e (RI ,R2) with T access T(BLOCK,*) storage DISK(4) First, the a s s o c i a t e directive indicates that RI and R2 will be treated together (i.e., accessed, staged, migrated in siinilar fashions) as shown in Figure 3 (e). Then the sccond directive conveys the access pattern. Note that since the storage pattern and the access pattern are the same, no collective YO is required. An abstract data set space (T, in our example) is a dummy data set variable which helps to specify the desired access pattern of a data set by describing its relarionslzip to other data sets. For example, 'associate (A,B,C) with T' implies that whenever the data set A is ;ICcessed, the data sets B and C will also likel!! be accessed. This information can then be used to pre-stage the data sets B and C from tape to disk (if they are not already on disk) wheneverA is accessed. The associate directive also provides convenience in specifying the access pattern of data sets with respect to each other as in Step (3) of the scenario discussed above. It implies that the corresponding portions of RI and R2 will be used (moslly) by the snine proccssor. and therefore should prefeemb!,l be stored on the same disk.
It should be emphasized that the main idea behind using directives is to help the system riinfcli the acceS.y pnffrrii (i.e., how data is accessed) and the storage parrem (i.e., how data is stored). When, for example, DISK(4) is entered to the MDMS, what the application program indicates is that four processors will access the data set in question in parallel. While the best 110 parallelism can be obtaincd by allocating each processors' portion on a separate disk, the system does not necessarily has to do so. It should be noticed, though, in case of less than Tour disks ( iiirtii-iliitu ilir~*r:v i1irrctii.e qiitiies a p:ir;iniwr of :w liniity (data set. ASD. association. etc.) e.g.. qiitr!(Jai;~sei.A.stunge-paite~ii) returns the storage pattern !or data se1 A nodes) are used the I/O parallelisin will suffer because of the coriteritiori on disks (as shown in Figure 3(f) ). Thus, a DISK(4) directive essentially reveals to the system that for mnximum I/O parallelism at least four disk devices are nccclcd. It should also be noted that the directives explained a h~v c are high-leid and constructed using the riariies of the data sets used in the application which are intuitive to the uscr. Contrast this with a classical file system interface that boils down everything to linear streams of bytes. Figure 4 shows the most imIxwtant parts for each table in our on-going implementation. Using an OR-DBMS [ 171 instead of a pure relational DBMS brings the advantage of using pointers (hence avoiding duplication of meta-data in different tables) as well as extending meta-data as the need arises (using inheritance and/or collection data types [ 171). Notice that almost in evcry intile thcre is a field (attribute) called wer-level nierutltrrtr. Actually, such a field contains a pointer to a table \\here the MDMS stores the user-level meta-data (i.e., the mcrn-data that help user to find her data or to obtain information about the storage sub-systems currently available in thc HSS). For example, the user-level nteru-dura field for a file entity can contain information (meta-data) on who created the file, when it was created, what its current size, when it was last modified etc.
Implenientation query(entity.name.pnrameter) '

L
Intcrnally the MDMS keeps its ineta-data in the form of d;iiabase tables (relations).
The example meta-data entries shown in Figure 4 indicate that two data sets, P and Q, are associated with an abstract data set space T and are stored as (BLOCK.") fashion (i.e., row-major) in files file-P and file-Q, respectively. These files reside on an ASD called disk4 (which, in turn, can be implemented using 4 physical disk devices). Also, there are two pending access patterns of style (BLOCK,BLOCK) on these data sets that have been initiated by a user whose identity is id9.
HSS and Its Utilization of Meta-data
Although in our future experiments we intend employ HPSS [8] as our HSS, any hierarchical storage system with a suitable API can be used for that purpose. Currently, we also use parallel file systems such as PFS and PIOFS to conduct experiments with the disk-resident data sets. Basically. the HSS in our environment has two main tusks: 0 It keeps the storage related meta-data updared in ihc MDMS. This is important in order to present the users accurate information about the available 110 resources. ;is many consecutive data ns possible using as few U 0 calls as possible (spatial focafiry) or to maximize the number of J a~i accesses that can be satisfied from the fast components (i.e., higher levels) of the storage hierarchy (renzporul local-
if>,).
Notice that these objectives can only be realized by carel'ul cI;i1;1 placement across storage devices and by careful coinpu1;iiioii decomposition ;1cross proccssors. Throughout the years several U 0 techniques have been designed and implemented [ 101. Table 2 briefly summarizes the techniques currently employed by our framework. More detailed descriptions can be found in respective references citcd at the end of this paper; here we only discuss collective UO.
In many parallel applications, the storage pattern of a data set is in general different from its access pattern. The problem here is that if each processor attempts to read ils portion of data (specified in the access pattern), it may need to issue a large number of U 0 calls. Suppose that four processors want to access (read) a two-dimensional array in (BLOCK,BLOCK) fashion. Assuming that the arrays' storage pattern is (BLOCK,*), each processor will have to issue many U 0 calls (to be specific "2 read calls each for A1/2 consecutive data items, if we assume that h e array is N x AT). What collective I/O docs, instead, is 10 rend the datn in (BLOCK,*) fashion (i.e., using minimum number of I/O cnlls) and then rr-dirtribrrtc the data across processors' niciiiories to obiain the desired (BLOCK,BLOCK) pattern. Th;u is. takins the advantagc of knowing tlie access and storage pattern of the array, we can realize the desired access pniicrn in two phases. I n the first phase, the processors access the data in a luyorlt coiforrizurit way ((BLOCK,*) in our example), and in the second phase they re-distribute the data in memory among themselves such that the desired access paitern is obtained. Considcring the fact that I/O in Iqc-scale coinputations is much more costly than communication, huge performance improvements can be achieved through collective I/O.
The last column in Table 2 
User Interface
One of tlie main problems with current parallel file systems and parallel U 0 libraries is the excessive number of functions presented to the user. Then it becomes the task of user to choose the ones that express her access patterns as closely as possible. Even in the latest MPJ-IO standard [7] , there are over 30 readlwrite calls alone which renders the jol, of selccting the right ones a daunting task. We believe th;it ;i niii.jority of these calls can bc eliniinated if the user is allowed to express access patterns using directives.
-1.1. Supported 1/0 Functions In our initial implementation (which targets only scieniilic codes that use large rnulti-dimensional arrays) we support h e functions shown i n Table 3. Notice that these are the only commands that can be sent to tlie HSS directly from the application code. Queries about data sets and storape devices are performed by negotiating with the MDMS ihrough directives. Notice however that the use of directives is optional. Contrast this with the current file system and 110 library interfaces which demand that each and every parameter in the parameter-list of the command should bc supplied by the user. In Table 3 rimre can be a data set t i m e or name of an abstract data set space, in which case :ill the associated data sets are opened. The data in memory is .;pecified by buffer that can be either a pointer or a multidimensional memory region (e.g., an array). It is assumed that each involved processor will have enough space in their respective hi$%-areas in order to hold its portion of data accessed. The portion parameter, on the other hand. cleno~cs the region of data set to be accessed; the .+' symbol is used to denote the 'whole data set'.
The opt parameter is the optinzizutiori pointer-that is set by the MDMS depending on the directives collected so rar from the application. It points to a structure that contains sufficient information to carry out an U 0 optimization. Currently we are in the process of implementing these highlevel functions on top of MPI-IO [7] and SRB (Storage Resource Broker) [ I] from San Diego Supercomputer Center. The Storage Resource Broker (SRB) is a middle-ware that provides distributed clients with uniform access to diverse storage resources in a distributed heterogeneous computing environment. We are experimenting with the MPI-IO to evaluate the optimizations involving mainly disk-resident data in parallel file systems and with the SRB to evaluatc the optimizations involving tape-resident data.
Examples
Consider the following example.
OpenDataSet (P,opt) access P(*,BLOCK) s t o r a g e DISK(8)
ReadDat aSet (P,bJ*,opt) In this example, the application first opens the data set (here the array P). It also gives an optimization pointer opt to be used later on. Then it sends an a c c e s s directive to the MDMS which declares that 8 processor will access the data set in a column-major fashion. The MDMS, in turn, conipares the storage pattern (the default is (BLOCK,*)) with this access pattern and decides that collective I/U needs to be performed. It passes this advice to the HSS by lilling out the relevant entries of the data structure pointed by opt. When, later, the application issues the ReadDataSet command, a collective read operation is performed (considering the contents of the structure pointed by opt). Now suppose that the directive was instead access P(BLOCK,*) s t o r a g e DISK(8). In that case since the access pattern and the storage pattern are the same, the MDMS may iid\,isc yrefetchirzg to the HSS by setting the appropriate entries of the structure pointed by opt. Notice that in either case the syntax of the actual read call does not change. The only difference is the contents of the data structure pointed by opt. Considering the fact that a typical large-scale applications will have only a few directives, the function performed by the application in question can be changed by modifying only a few program lines. This helps readability. and rcusability as well as program maintainability. Let us now consider the following example fragment. a s s o c i a t e (P,Q) with T access T(BLOCK,*) s t o r a g e TAPE (16 ReadDataSet (P,bfl.*,optl) OpenDat aSet( Q,optZ) ReadDat aSet(Q,bj2,*,op2) In this case, the application first associates two tape-resident arrays with an abstract data set space T. Then the access directive indicates that 16 processors are going to access the respective portions of P and Q in row-wise. The application afterwards opens P, an activity which most probably forces ihc HSS to stage the data set P from tape sub-system to disk sub-systcm. This also iri5ypcrs the MDMS to advise the HSS io pw-strige the data set Q as well from tape to disk as this array is associated wirh P and most probably the two arrays n.iI1 be used together. Assuming that the default layout is row-major. the MDMS also sets the necessary parameters in [he structure pointed by oprl and opr2 to enable prefetching; no collective 110 is required. Consequently, the two calls to ReadDataSet take advantage of' prefetching.
--1 migrating data from higher levels of storage hierarchy (e.g.. disks) P to lower levels of storage hierarchy (e.g.. tapes) removing data from the storage hierarchy useful for trnipornl files whose lifetinx is over fetcliin_e dnra from tnpe sub-system to disk sub-system before it is required used when the benefit of caching or prefetching is not clear 
Experiments
In this section we present preliminary performance num-' bers from an on-going implementation. All experiments \ \ w e run on an IBM SP-2 (at Argonne) and Intel Paragon ( ;II C;ilicch). Each node o f SP-2 is RSIG000 Modcl 390 with 256 megabytes memory and has an IIO sub-system containing four 9 gigabytes SSA disks attached to it. The nodes on Paragon (Intel i860 XP), on the other hand, are dividcd into three groups: compute nodes, HIPPI nodes and service nodes. The total memory capacity of the compute partition is around 14.4 gigabytes. The platform where the experiments were conducted has 3 service nodes each with a RAID SCSI disk array attached to it.
We used four different applications; three of them are used to measure the benefits of collective U 0 for-diskresident data sets in parallel file systems; the last one is collective YO. In all cases, the MDMS is run at Northwestern University. The important point here is that in both the 'Original' and the 'Optimized' versions the user code is essentially the same; the only difference is that i n the 'Optimized' case, the user code sends directives to the MDMS. The MDMS then automatically determines that collective I/O should be performed; this hint is then sent by the MDMS to the HSS. As ii resuli. impressive rcductions in U 0 times are observed. Since the number of 1/0 nodes are fixed on both the Paragon and the SP-2, increasing the number of processors causes in general an increase in the I/O times. Figures 6 and 7 Our last example is a pardlel volume rendering application. As in previous experiments, the MDMS is run ;it Northwestern University. The application itself, on the other hand, is executed at Argonne National Lab's SP-2 and the HPSS at San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC) is used as the HSS. In tlie 'Original' code four data files arc opened and 1)arallel volume rendering is performed. In tlic .Optitiiized' code ('Oripinnl' code + user directives) the four data sets (corresponding to four data files) are associarcd with each other, and prc-staging (from tape to disk) is applied for these data sets. Figure 8 shows the total read times for each of the four files for the 'Original' and 'Optimized' codes. The results reveal that for both 4 and 8 procc\sor cases pre-staging reduccs the I/O times significantly. \Vc nccd to mention that in every application we experimcntcd with the time spent by tlie application in negotiating with the MDMS is less than 1 second. When considering thc fact that for large-scalc applications I/O times are likely to be huge (even when optimized), an overhead in this range is acceptable.
Related Work
There are many proposed techniques for optimizing 1/0 accesses. These techniques can be divided into three main groups: the parallel file system and run-time sys- The closcst work to ours is the one done by Brown et al. [3] . They propose a similar architecture to ours; howc\'cr. they do not handle the advanced I 1 0 optimizations proposed in this paper. They build their meta-data system on top of HPSS using DB2 from IBM. In our case, the HSS and the MDMS are loosely coupled allowing us to experitiic'nt with difl'erent hierarchical storage systems. Baru et al.
[ 11 investigate use of high-level iinilied interlaces to tlut:t stored on file systems and DBMS. Their system maintains meta-data for data sets, resources, users, and methods (access functions) and provides the ability to create, updutc, store, and query this meta-data. While the type of metadata maintained by them is an extension of meta-data maintained by a typical operating system, our nieta-data involves performance-related meta-data as well which enables mtomatic high-level I/O optimizations as explaincd in this 1x1-per.
Conclusions
In this paper we present a program developinent environment based on maintaining performance-related systenilevel meta-data. This environment consists of a user code. a meta-data management system (MDMS), and a hierarchical storage system (HSS) and provides a seamless data nianagement and manipulation facility for use by large-scale scientific applications. It combines the advantages of filc systems and DBMSs without incurring their respecti1.e disadvantages and provides location transparency (through the use of data set names rather than file names or URLs), resource transparency (through the use of ASDs), and ;ICCCSS function transparency (through the automatic invocation of high-level YO optimizations like collective YO and data sieving). Also, by storing meta-data and providing means to manipulate it, our framework is able to nianape distributed resources in a heterogeneous environment. Preliminary results obtained using several applications are encouraging and motivate us to complete our implementation and make extensive experiments using large-scale data intensive applications. Currently, we have only a single API (which can be used from within the application code); we are also working on CUI and UNIX-style coniniand-linc interfriccs. 
